Virgin Earth Challenge checklist/contact details:
•

Name of Entry: Mind Over Matter – Neural Plasticity, Intention and Thought
Bringing About Global Atmospheric Transformation.

•

Name of Applicant: Bruce Robert Travis
Name of primary contact: Bruce Robert. Travis

•

Address of primary contact: Wailea, Maui, Hawaii 96753

•

Principal country of application: U.S.A.

•

How did you hear about the prize? Article in a publication.

•

How are you entering? X Individual

•

I have read and agreed to the terms and conditions of the Virgin Earth Challenge:
X:Yes

•

Does your technology sequester green house gasses from the atmosphere? X:Yes!

•

Does your technology create renewable or low carbon energy? X Yes! The energy
that is this technology is constantly renewable.

•

Does your technology prevent the emissions of GHG's? X: No!

•

Which of the below categories does your technology fit into? X. Other. Please
Specify:
The category is: "Human intention + focused thought yields environmental
transformation. In other words: Mind over matter.
Design Description

14) Please provide an abstract of how your design captures GHG's from the atmosphere
and sequesters them.
The following abstract encompasses questions #15 to #19
The Virgin Earth Challenge's perception is that some kind of commercial
technology, process, or method will be created to remove GHG's from the
atmosphere. The technology I am proposing will not stabilize GHG's; they will be
eliminated completely. Whatever is already in the atmosphere can be effectively
eliminated. This technology alone cannot stop the reintroduction of new GHG's

into the atmosphere. This technology will also reverse the effects of global
warming and stop the glaciers from melting.
The latest advances in neural science and neural plasticity, specifically,
verify and quantify this "New" (ancient) technology, which considers mind,
thoughts and consciousness non mechanistically. The mind is extremely plastic
and neuro scientists have discovered that mere thought can alter the neural
activity in the brain. Human thought when properly focused has the ability to
affect and change physical mass by actually interacting with the physical
environment, i.e., the polluted atmosphere, penetrating all the way down to the
subatomic level.
In other words, when the neurons in the brain activated by consciousness fire
simultaneously, their synaptic connections intensify. Add a focused thought of
"something" (reversing global warming) into the mind en mass and the result is a
"mass-ive" coalescing of that thought as human intention, that is now, with the
help of the synaptic connections, capable of interacting with physical matter, i.e.
GHG's and global warming.
The mind, as human consciousness is an independent energy force, a substance if
you will, that can be harnessed by the power of will, intention and attention to the
focused thought to bring about the desired physical change; in this case the
elimination of GHG's from the atmosphere and the reversal of global warming.
Will and attention require mental training which engage the brains cognitive
circuits whose connections among the neurons can be physically modified
through will and attention. The neural transmitter acetylcholine is the brain
function that garners the attention to the circuits involved in focused thought.
There is only one focused thought required for the success of eliminating the
GHG's and reversing global warming.
Once the thought is implanted in the mind(of humanity) as programmed software,
the hardware of the brain enables the mind (software) to do its job.
The mind is trained to pay attention and to exert its will on the one specific
focused thought to eliminate the GHG's and reverse global warming in a
structured and particular modality.
The focused attention of the thought activates the neural plasticity of the brain and
then the neurons and their synaptic connections explode together. Neuroscience
has proven that thought and attention has the ability to physically alter the brain.
Will is a very real physical force and power exerting enormous energy on its

surrounding environment. Will, as a living consciousness has the power to turn
potentiality into something tangible and real.
The main ingredient to eliminating the GHG's in the atmosphere and reversing
global warming is the combination of will and focused attention on the thought
that the GHG's are being literally willed into oblivion. It is the consciousness of
the mind's eye that is observing the creation of the elimination of the GHG's in the
atmosphere and reversing global warming. The mind has the ability to affect the
physical atmosphere. With a little training everyone can play an important part in
“CREATION-WE ARE THE FORCE FOR CHANGE.”
Neuroscience has discovered that thinking something produces effects. The latest
scientific findings about neural plasticity reveal that the mind outside the confines of the
brain as human consciousness is itself a highly ordered energy capable of changing the
physical environment.
The “Device” and the “Design” to the machine capable of removing the
GHG's and reversing global warming is already built. The “hardware” just needs
the requisite pre programmed software which has been developed over a
45(trillion to the 17th power) year period. The machine is a human being, Hu-man,
the hardware. The software programs the hardware with intention and focused
thought.
The properly programmed mind has the ability to transform physical
reality itself and GHG's and global warming appear to be quite a real part of our
physical realty. That reality can be transformed.
Neuroscience has now proven that the mind has the power to literally move the
brain in a specific direction. The mind, then, has the power to move the physical
world i.e., physical reality in a specific direction. Do you see where this is going?
Physicists have shown that particles themselves come in and out of existence and
Stephen Hawking proved that photons escaped from the event horizon of a black
hole. Not only do particles come in and out of existence they do so solely on the
observer’s intention to observe them. In other words the mind can manifest the
particle by sheer intention and will. As said before, intended focused thought is a
skill that can be easily learned. As Easy as memorizing the Lord's Prayer or the
lyrics to a song. The process is the same. Focusing the thought to eliminate
GHG's and to reverse global warming requires some mental practice.
The success to CREATION is in numbers. Particle physicists have now proven
what the ancients have known for eons of time. All matter is interconnected. Take
seven billion interconnected particles of mass (people) operating in unison,

thinking the exact same thought at the exact same time for the exact amount of
time and the object of that thought becomes real. The premise is based on the New
Testament Book of Mark 11:24 - "Whatsoever thing you desire when you pray
believe that you have received it and you will have it." "Whatsoever thing" is the
elimination of GHG's and the reversal of global warming. Thoughts are tangible
things. "When you pray" is focused thought.
"Believe that you have received it" is Attention and Will.
"And you will have it" - is the result of the manifestation of the focused thought.
That which I desire to have is already in my possession; a clean atmosphere,
normalized weather patterns, the reversal of global warming and stopping the
global thaw . Simply: The Law of Attraction.
Using California and its four year drought as a proof of concept we harness the minds of
the square root of 1/10th of 1%, the approximate 30,000,000 California residents (and
anyone else in the country willing to participate) to be trained to act as a single organism;
a singular entity that will literally became the sum of its parts. A thought has mass and
with a mass of people exerting a particular thought, the thought will become an actual
thing. In this case the weather patterns will respond to the WILL of the collective mass to
bring rain to California. As of January 2016 El Nino has all but eliminated the drought
but as of August 30, 2016 the draught still continues.
“Where there is WILL there is a way.”
Thoughts are things. These thoughts have a measurable mass which exerts the
force and power of gravity and has a magnetic pull. The implications are
enormous. Just the square root of 1/10th of 1% of seven billion people(souls)
focusing on the same thought, converging into the cumulative mass of this ONE
thought exerting its gravitational pull until the thought becomes real. In physics
this is called “critical mass.” The actual power and force is real and it can have a
measurable effect on the atmosphere. The universe must respond to the WILL of
the people; the Human Race.
The actual conscious act of thinking about what we are thinking, changes the very
brain circuits that do the thinking, facilitating the process. In other words,
thinking about the thought of eliminating GHG's and reversing global warming
has enormous power.
Question #15 is satisfied by the above process. The intentioned and willed
thought captures the GHG's and instantaneously eliminates them. They disappear.
Simultaneously global warming is sent into remission. The world's population has
willed this and the universe must respond accordingly. This is NOT an act of God.

It is the collective act of the Will of humanity to save its planet from the rising
oceans due to the global glacial melt. This exact same event occurred once before
in history as we will see later in this entry.
Question #16 - Estimate the GHG tonnage over the United States. X. I don't know
how to calculate this.
Question #17 - All GHG's are sequestered. Each particle of GHG has mass and
will be eliminated.
Question #18 - The VEC(Virgin Earth Challenge) refers to the "design" of the
device and how it will "sequester" GHG's. The most sophisticated “machine” ever
created is the human brain which is home to the mind which has the capability of
generating the energy to transform the polluted physical matter to just clean air
and its chemical composite make up. The polluted particles of matter and their
mass will react to the gravitational pull of the exerted willed and focused thought
that has the attention and intention of the mind to transform the GHG's to pure O2.
The machine that is the mind has limitless power and is thus a constant and renewable
energy source. Again, the implications are enormous. As soon as humanity has learned
this simple technique with the assistance of the guide who co-ordinates the thought event,
humanity will have gained control over its own planet. Weather patterns can be mentally
manipulated to rain where there is drought. World wide hunger can be eliminated. The
possibilities of this technology are as varied as the thoughts that create them. Humanity
can custom design its reality instead of being at the mercy of it and focused thought is
superior to geo-engineering.
Question #19 - The GHG's already existing in the atmosphere will be eliminated
with no threat of re-release into the atmosphere. The pollutants have experienced
their alchemical transformation and no longer exist in their prior form. The
problem of their recurrence is from the source from whence they came. Until the
source is corrected , new GHG's will continue to be problematic.
Question #18 - The design of the mind is such that with simple training the
awesome power of focused intention coupled with focused conviction creating
laser like directed thoughts will transform the object of that thought. The
"whatsoever thing you desire when you pray" in Mark 11:24 is in actuality a
complete sensory visualization. The "desire" aspect is the belief aspect. "As ye
think so shall ye become.”
The process is merely a perceptual shift. Neuroscience and the experiments in
neural plasticity have proven that the power of the mind and thought as a product
of the mind expands exponentially with the number of human minds that share the

same thought. A mass of minds focused in unison as one interconnected unity
magnifies the effect of the object of the thought.
The simple training required reshapes the mental circuitry of the individual and
encodes a new pattern in the mind designed to think the new thoughts. The mind
must be transformed first before the object of its thought can be transformed. It’s
like re-tooling a factory for new technology. It is the intersection of the mental
and physical processes described above that is the foundation for the actual
mental experience of crafting transformation which is CREATION.
The process is not a brain function but a function of the mind and the conscious
awareness to bring about the transformative creative event. The brain is only the
hard drive programmed by the mental software that drives it.
The mental reality of consciousness and its power and mass of intentionality is the
gravitational force affecting the physical particles, i.e., neuronal activity transformed into
subjective conscious awareness. The mental realm and consciousness cannot be reduced
to the level of brain and matter but is dependent upon the brain to function in the
physicality of the material realm; i.e. the 3rd dimension of a multi-dimensional reality
with which we live.
The question may arise: How does something that is not material act on something that is
material, i.e., consciousness acting upon GHG's and global warming. The answer is the
consciousness is independent of brain function. Neural scientists know through their
experiments that the act of paying attention influences the brain. Paying attention is
focused thought.
The conclusion is what the mind sees is the result of what it is paying attention to.
The focused thought enhances neural activity. The focused thought is real in that it takes
a physical form capable of influencing the physical activity of the brain. As said before,
focused thought is indispensable for neural plasticity. The mental training required for the
GHG event; the focused attention is the key that unlocks the minds potential.
Consciousness cannot be reduced to matter and the brain.
#20 - How long have you been researching your design? - Since 1966.
#21 Explain at what stage you are in researching your design. - Final stage is
complete.
#22 Have you finished the research stage of your design? X.Yes
#23 - N/A

#24 - Do you have the resources to do that research or are you looking for
funding? X. This project and design only requires human resources. No funding
needed.
#25 - When do you for see your research being finished? - X.The research is
finished.
#26 - Do you have a prototype of your design, which the assessment team could
visit and see working? - X.Yes. The prototype is all around you. You need the
instruction manual to program the software into the hardware.
#27 - Where is your prototype situated? - In Maui, Hawaii and all over the globe.
Questions #28 -to #31 - These are questions not applicable to this design for the
obvious reasons stated herein.
#32 - Does your design require energy – X. Yes.
#33 - Mental focused thought energy.
#34 - This figure cannot be determined at this time
#35 - Ibid
#36 - "What we have done for ourselves alone dies with us. What we have done
for others and the world remains and is immortal."
#37 - "Ask not what the world can do for you but what you can do for your
world." Save and empower humanity. Planet Earth will survive without us just
fine.
#38-The by-products are a greater awareness of the world around us and the
reality that all humanity is inter-connected as One.
#39 - N/A
#40 - N/A
#41 - N/A
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL
#42 –The mind design is commercially viable in the sense that it is based solidly
on scientific principles of the laws of physics. Understanding the origin of thought
and its transference from the source to the mind of man. In the old paradigm physics,

particle masses and particle interactions cannot be measured directly to predict results
because they are arbitrary elements.
In the "new" but ancient technology, particle masses and particles interacting with
consciousness can be measured directly to predict results, which are no longer
arbitrary. From the third dimensional perspective of time, space, gravity and
electromagnetism they are arbitrary and cannot be measured. Time, space, gravity and
electromagnetism in relation to consciousness have exact measurements and are
predictable.
The task is to apply the laws that will enable us to predict events up to the limits
set by the uncertainty principle and to the understanding of the nature of space and
time. “The role of theory is to predict what we see on the dials of our apparatus and if
the predictions are accurate then the theory is good. We no longer must depend upon
a quantum field theory incorporating the special theory of relativity.” The new
(ancient) mind technology does not depend upon this.
This mind technology is based on the Unity of the Oneness of the Universe that is in all of
us, interconnected as One humanity; Unified. Physicist William Faris says “that if there is
going to be a new way of looking at nature it should be as subtle as quantum mechanics.
The problem with quantum mechanics is that its equations are known but not its
principles.” Dr. Faris says this "new way" will violate locality in some way. Mind
technology violates locality in that the predictions (the technology to eliminate the GHG's
and reverse the effects of global warming) and the observations (the actual elimination of
the GHG's and reversal of global warming) cannot be casually related.
Physicist John Bell challenged the idea of locality in quantum mechanical theory
by concluding through a purely logical exercise that if quantum mechanics was right
some events in the physical world will be interdependent even if they are so far apart
that they cannot be physically connected.
Mind technology, being non local, defies logical old paradigm science because the
events cannot be physically connected but, still, those events are interdependent on
the casual events that created them. A new world view is needed to understand the
dynamics of the process of the determinations of the mind technology.
According to physicist John Boslough, it is the force of gravity that determines
which events can be casually related to each other. Thoughts have mass and mass
creates gravity. Gravity, then, can be viewed as the carrier force for the focused
thought in the material universe. The electromagnetic frequency of the law of cause
and effect is the standard bearer and benchmark of linear time. The renowned Russian
astrophysicist Dr. Nikolai Kozyrev proposed a startling new theory of TIME.

“TIME,” says Kozyrev, “is a FORM of ENERGY.” Leo Tolstoy said: “Dreams of our
present life are the ENVIRONMENT in which we work out our impressions.”
Time, space gravity and electromagnetism are bound together in N=8 or supergravity. When thinking about thought it is important to remember that gravity
determines events casually related to each other. Gravity, created by the mass of the
thought, is the vehicle that carries the cause-and-effect relationships to their
destination.
Isaac Newton’s laws of motion dictate that for every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction. This principal can be applied to thought. Since this law is true, then
Physicist John Bell's theorem proves precisely that the determination of the
macroscopic response must be non-chance; the thought of eliminating the GHG's and
reversing global warming must apply, because physicist Gerald Schrodinger says that
the development of standing patterns in atoms (mass) are deterministic.
Not only is gravity the vehicle that carries time and space along electromagnetically,
events and atoms are determined causally. It is the force of gravity of the thought that
assures the GHG's elimination and the reversal of global warming. Thought is a
byproduct of consciousness and consciousness is the primary and fundamental property
of CREATION.
Physicist Gary Zukav said "not all forms are physical. A thought, for example, is
a form. What is a thought formed out of? A thought is energy or light that has been
shaped by consciousness. There is light and there is the shaping of light by
consciousness. This is CREATION." Humanity is going to create a new reality.
Physicist Jack Scarfatti postulated that faster-than-light connections
(consciousness) exists between space like separated events and transfer information
(focused thought) super luminally, or super luminal information transfer. Conscious
thought is infinitely faster than the speed of light and not bound by a finite relative
universe.
Through the force of super gravity, propelled by super luminosity, events
separated by great distances of time and space can still be casually related to each
other. So we have come full circle. Particle masses and particle interaction interacting
with CREATION consciousness can now be measured directly to predict results
which are no longer arbitrary. GHG's can be eliminated by thought, global warming
can be reversed and the ice will stop melting.
This is part of the process where these interactions, the transmission of pure
consciousness from point A to point B at the super luminal speed of thought through

the all-pervasive energetic field to eliminate the atmospheric GHG's, reverse global
warming and stop the ice from melting can occur.
43-Reading and understanding the manual for mind technology and a complete
comprehension of how the thought process works.
44 – X. No
POLICY
45-The design of this mind technology requires global co-operation of world
leaders and its citizens for its practical application.
46-NA
47-NA
48 – X. No-But it will be.
49 – X. Yes-There is a copyright. However the intellectual property rights belong
to each individual on planet earth. Only God can hold the patent on life and the seeds
of all living things. Genesis 1:29
50-X-No-No Patent can be acquired by any human.
51-Four years High School. Three years College. Forty seven years of Meta
physical and scientific research. Forty three years in the real estate business up to
April 29, 2011.
52-No
There is a great example of what the power of mass consciousness and focused
thought can achieve to alter the course of reality. It is a lesson in quantum physics and
the manipulation of the energetic framework of the universe. God, the universe, the
Creator, the grand designer, the Tao, Lord, whatever label we put on the All in All
lives by a set of universal principals that are immutable. God communicates to
humanity in veiled encoded language through "signs" and numbers.
In the Book of Jonah, Jonah lived contrary to those immutable laws of the
universe based on cause and effect. “2:8-They that observe lying vanities forsake
their own mercy.” Living in the illusion of the third dimensional reality of materiality
and duality is the quantum expression of “observe lying vanities..” When one lives in
this materialistic energetic “one forsakes their own mercy” meaning one reaps what
one sows. Jonah turned his back on “God”(on the universal principals based on cause
and effect) and suffered the consequences until he saw the light of truth in the

darkness of the whale's “belly.” He came to his senses, achieved enlightenment, and
after searching his soul he was given a second chance for the job at hand. 2:9. “..But I
will sacrifice unto thee with the voice of thanksgiving; I will pay that I have vowed.
Salvation is of the Lord.” Interpreted as follows: It was Jonah's karma that he was
chosen to deliver the message. Salvation =spiritual rescue from sin and death. “Sin”
means missing the mark. First time around Jonah “missed the mark.” We can save
ourselves when we change our materialistically focused ways to spiritual ones.
So, God sends Jonah to the great city of Nineveh commanding him to promulgate
throughout the city that in “forty days Nineveh shall be overthrown.” 3:4. The city
had passed the “tipping point” of evil, violence, extreme hedonism and materialism
and the cosmic laws of cause and effect was upon the nation. Pure physics. Like what
happened to Sodom and Gommorah. 3:5 “So the people of Nineveh believed God...”
Jonah was obviously very driven and convincing, enthusiastic if you will, filled
with God. “6 For word came unto the King...” The news spread like wildfire and got
the attention of the King.7 “And he caused it to be proclaimed and published through
Nineveh by decree 8 let man and beast be covered in sackcloth and cry mightily unto
God; yea let them turn everyone from the violence that is in their hands.” “Cry” =
pray/focused thought. This is self explanatory. The people were truly frightened and
believed that in forty days their nation would be destroyed.
The king also believed and did the WILL of the people. 9. “Who can tell if God
will turn and repent, and turn away from his fierce anger, that we perish not?” The
king isn't sure at all if “God” will change His/Her mind and forgive them so they
don't “perish.” God has no human attributes or emotions. “fierce anger”= past the
tipping point. “What goes around comes around.”
The universe responds accordingly when the energies get too dark and dense.
Here comes the lesson in quantum physics. The nation's MASS THOUGHT (the King
proclaimed every subject of Nineveh must pray and repent) and changing their ways
of violence and vanity to those of peace and love altered reality itself. Here is the
cool part. 10 “And God saw their works, that they turned from their evil way; and
God repented of the evil, that he had said that HE WOULD DO UNTO THEM; AND
HE DID IT NOT.”
Will and Attention to Intention saved the nation. Pure physics and metaphysics at
work. The message of Jonah is timeless and applies to planet Earth now! Our planet
must change its ways. The great flood this time comes slowly but surely. However,
We CAN Save Our Planet Earth. We are the Ninevites capable of change. Now is the
time for everyone to become Jonah and sound the alarm. The waves of destruction
are lapping at our shores.

EPILOGUE
Dr. Frank J.Tipler, Professor of Mathematical Physics and a major theoretician in
the field of global general relativity, (the rarified branch of physics created by
physicists Stephen Hawking and Roger Penrose) made an amazing discovery
while devising a mathematical model of the end of the universe. He concluded,
using the most advanced and sophisticated methods of modern physics, relying
solely on the rigorous procedures of logic that science demands, created
mathematical proof of the existence of God. Dr. Tipler's model of the universal
end-time is called The Omega Point Theory.
Even more astonishing, he arrived at his proofs of God... “in exactly the same way
physicists calculate the properties of the electron.” Through physics and
mathematics he constructs a stunningly plausible argument for the existence of
God. Dr. Tipler is coauthor with physicist John D. Barrow of the book The
Anthropic Cosmological Principle and his numerous articles have appeared in
such journals as Nature, Physical Review Letters, Physical Review, The
Astrophysical Journal and Journal of Mathematical Physics. The mathematical
formulas proving the existence of God can be found in his book The Physics of
Immortality.
Since the existence of God is now a mathematical and physical reality(for
scientists, theoretical physicists and mathematicians), then the principles set forth
in this Virgin Earth Challenge contest entry are 100% scientifically verifiable.
Humanity as a collective mass Unified as One thinking the same thought at the
same time can eliminate GHG's from the atmosphere reverse the effects of global
warming and stop the glaciers from melting.
Dr. Tipler states on page 412 of The Physics of Immortality: THE LAW OF
MASS ACTION REQUIRES QUANTUM INDISTINGUISHABILITY- and
provides the mathematical equations as “proof of the Law of Mass Action. This is
also proven in the Book of Jonah. The time is now for “mass action.” Our first test
of this “Law of Mass Action” will be bringing rain to California of the draught
that has persisted beyond el Niño. This will be humanity's first proof of concept.”
“The Law of Mass Action tells us exactly how many molecules of each type we
will have in our system in equilibrium.” Molecules = people.

Bruce Robert Travis
Maui, Hawaii
2008-2016

